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WWII derring-do but few GENERAL
rival this operation, which Patrick Leigh Fermor, £9.99
typifies a very English kind
of reckless bravery.
general, bluffing his way
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Special Operations
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Executive, lands on
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buccaneering of the
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old school.
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IF last year took a while to warm
up, next-gen gaming is going to
really hit its stride in 2015.
Here are just some of the
games that could make this the
greatest year in gaming history.

IT’S all too easy to get so SAND
4
wrapped up in spaceships Hugh Howey, £7.99
that you forget what origi- that covers the US after an
nal sci-fi ideas are like.
apocalypse. It is a tale of
Sand has some
struggle for survival.
shockingly
novel
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But it’s the almost
tech: Sand suits that
horror quality of the
let the wearer dive
sand-diving that stays
deep in the dunes.
with you – described
Our heroes are a
so hauntingly that you
family in a town built
can almost taste the
atop miles of sand
grit.
JOHN WYATT

DYING LIGHT
Release date: January 30
Another zombie game? That’s
really going to get the new year off
to a bang. Well, it just might – this
is zombie parkour.
BATTLEFIELD HARDLINE
Release date: March 17
Call of Duty stepped up to the next-

SFTW MEETS BEST-SELLER KATHY

gen arena in style, responding to
the last Battlefield release.
If this delivers, forget Advanced
Warfare, it will be all-out warfare.

NOT many authors
can claim they’ve
sold more than 30million books but Kathy
Reichs is one of the
elite few.

ASSASSIN’S CREED: VICTORY
Release date: Late 2015
Rogue and Unity both underwhelmed but this is set in Victorian
London. Come on, that’s exciting.
SILENT HILLS
Release date: Unknown
The air of mystery around this just
adds to the excitement.
The ninth instalment of the franchisecould be the scariest game
ever released. And we can’t wait.

JIM
GELLATLY

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA
Release date: 2015
The first truly open-world Zelda
boasts proper next-gen graphics
and could establish the Wii U as a
genuine rival to its flashier rivals.

BOOKS

BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT
Release date: June 2
Its predecessors are among the
greatest games in recent history.
As if that wasn’t enough, it’ll also
be the first time gamers can drive
the Batmobile. Say no more.

FELIX CHAMPION

WHO: Ross Balsillie (guitar/vocals),
Andy Brown (drums/vocals), Michael
Clark (bass/vocals), Dave Rees (guitar).
WHERE: Glasgow.
FOR FANS OF: Foo Fighters, Biffy
Clyro, Enter Shikari.
JIM SAYS: You can’t beat a bit of
noisy music to pump you up for a new
year. Felix Champion are the perfect
remedy to put a spring back into your
step after any festive over-indulgence.
I’m not keen on pure noise for the
sake of it though. Felix Champion mix
shouty vocals with sophisticated instrumentation and heaps of melody. Turn

The forensic anthropologist
brings her own dramatic work
experience to her crime novels,
which give them the legs that
so many lack.
Bones Never Lie is the 17th
Temperance Brennan book and
sees her use all her wits to
help track down a child killer.
It’s full of suspense, is meticulously researched and has
bestseller written all over it.
Kathy says: “There’s one
book I’ve written so far where
the villain got away and that
always bothered the protagonist. So I decided to bring the
villain back for a whole new
case where there’s a killer on
the loose to see if
we could get the
right result
this
time.”
Kathy
was
a
forensic anthropologist when she wrote
her first novel Deja
Dead — an instant
smash that won her
the 1997 Ellis Award

down the intensity of some of their
songs and you’d be left with great pop
songs. Sometimes hardcore bands
water it down as they start to get some
success. It’s the opposite with Felix
Champion, as demonstrated with their
debut EP in 2013.
Andy explained: “Our sound has
developed quite significantly since the
band started. It’s become more
aggressive and we have pushed ourselves technically much further than
before. The EP was when we first introduced the screaming and harmonious
vocals to the music. Since that introduction it has become a focal point to
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for Best First Novel. Since
then she’s written a whopping
21 books.
As well as the Temperance
Brennan
series,
Kathy
co-authors the Virals young
adult series with her son Brendan — meaning she’s written an
average of two novelsa year.
She says: “I do less case
work now but I still see myself
as a scientist first. It’s ironic
because as a student I avoided
literature and didn’t really
enjoy it — I was
always in the lab
and didn’t want
anything
to
take me away
from that.
“My background means
I’m
meticulous in my

the band’s sound. We love writing
music, and we’ve already started
demo-ing new songs that are already
quite different to those on our album.”
The album This Lateral Life was
released in November via Bloc+
Music, the label spawned from Bar
Bloc, the music-focused venue in Glasgow’s Bath Street. Andy said: “They
pioneer new music and give valuable
support to aspiring bands.”
More: www.felixchampion.com
Q Jim presents Drivetime on XFM
Scotland, Monday to Friday 4-7pm.
www.xfm.co.uk
www.jimgellatly.com

research and ensure I get the
details correct — something all
writers should do but sadly
don’t. I frequently cringe
about forensic inaccuracies.”
Kathy is so well-regarded in
her field that she teaches FBI
agents how to detect and
recover human remains.
She has travelled to Rwanda
to testify at the UN tribunal on
genocide and was called in to
join the National Disaster Recovery team which spent weeks
combing through the rubble of
New York’s Twin Towers.
She adds: “When you’re working in those situations you
must stay objective and maintain a distance, but it’s
hard, especially when kids
and so many innocent
people are involved.”
On her career highlights, she says: “I’m not
sure that my first book
charting in the New York
Times list can be beaten.
That was certainly a high.”
“As a professor you write
non-fiction constantly in the
form of reports and papers.
Writing fiction has
been very liberating, but it’s not
without
its
challenges.”
l Bones Never
Lie is out now.

THE ART OF
BEING ILL

3.

Jill Sinclair, £9.99
NOWADAYS we just don’t
5
know how to be ill – we’re
all too busy and leave our
sick bed far too quickly.
This guide covers the art
of being an invalid and
delves into many of the
tried and tested remedies
of the older generations
and is a great read.
It recommends food and
drink – medication and
comforters as well as sharing the truth
behind the old
wives’ tales –
such as using
vinegar as medication and inhaling steam.

THE CROOKED
HOUSE

5

SPARKY!

5

Cristobel Kent, £14.99
FOURTEEN-year-old Esme
suffers the horrific heartbreak of her family being
shot dead while she is
upstairs. The only way to
rebuild her life is to change
her name and identity, so
Esme becomes Alison.
Years later a strange set
of circumstances means
Alison has to return to that
place. But she then realises she remembers more
than she thought.
She wonders if
she could piece
together a different sequence of
events. Thrilling.
TANIA FINDLAY

Jenny Offil & Chris
Appelhan, £10.99

COULD sloths be the new
meerkats? Find out in this
gorgeous picture book
about a little girl and her
pet, Sparky the sloth.
While it may not be good
at tricks or hide and seek,
there’s something about
Sparky...
From the author of 17
Things I’m Not Allowed To
Do Anymore, this is a heartwarming story about finding
the
perfect pet
and how
the loveable sloth
is just the
ticket.

